Early Sunday morning, Binge Culture is approaching the climax of a very public breakup at the Matchbox Gallery on Cuba Street, Wellington's bohemian pedestrian mall. For six hours, five performers wearing banana suits have been performing the improvised dissolution of a fictional relationship. The audience has grown considerably since the opening curtain; the doors remain open throughout the show, and so, as the other Fringe Festival venues close up for the night, theatregoers with a little gas left in the tank are drawn to the action, some by the Twitter feed (#bingebreakup). Overflow spectators end up sitting on the floor in front of the seats and standing two rows deep behind them. Others watch (and tweet) from their homes or mobile devices via live video feed.
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For a performance that expands into six hours a mundane action often performed with a single text message, Break Up [We Need to Talk] generates a lot of buzz. During the last hour the tension in the increasingly crowded gallery becomes palpable, and when the couple finally calls it quits at 1 a.m., the room erupts in a euphoric standing ovation. What creates the excitement? Not theatrical spectacle-the show consists almost entirely of five increasingly exhausted actors sitting in chairs talking. Nor does Break Up promise the thrills of immersive performance, currently all the rage in New Zealand and abroad. On the contrary, Break Up explicitly invites distraction: for one thing, as evidenced by the Twitter feed, the use of personal electronic devices is actively encouraged. In addition, the doors stay open throughout the performance, and after paying a cover charge, spectators may come and go as they please. So what makes Break Up-particularly its final half hour-feel so gripping and intense?
My answer to this question is provoked by another performance event taking place in Wellington on the same evening: the international rugby sevens tournament. If Break Up is the marathon-length version of theatre, rugby sevens is the lightning version of the regular rugby union game: teams field seven players instead of fifteen, and each match takes only 7 minutes instead of 80. The annual sevens tournament is Wellington's version of Canada's Grey Cup weekend, which is to say that the athletic competition becomes the backdrop for a notorious bacchanal that floods the streets with costumed revellers. Indeed, one could just as easily write about the theatrical qualities of the sevens fans as about the athletic qualities of the Break Up actors.
Claire O'Loughlin @GretaClaireOL I'm sitting in a Cuba street shop window. A herd of t-rexes just ran by. Behind me a bunch of bananas are splitting. Strange. #bingebreakup ctr 169 winter 2017
The Rules of (Dis)Engagement | FEATURES As a former rugby player and casual fan, I like to follow the tournament, particularly when the visiting Canadian team is doing well. The brevity of rugby sevens, combined with Binge Culture's open-door policy, makes it easy to follow both events simultaneously. When my phone alerts me that Canada is on deck, I shuttle across the street to watch a match or two at a pub, keeping tabs on Break Up via Twitter, then return to the theatre for another hour. As I alternate back and forth, the stakes gradually rise in both arenas: the rugby teams either advance or get eliminated, while the Binge Culture performers become increasingly exhausted. By 11 p.m., the rugby tournament is suspended for the night, but Break Up is gathering spectators and momentum. By midnight, the venue is packed, and the atmosphere is tense. The nervous energy and rising anticipation in the Matchbox Gallery start to remind me of the atmosphere in a sports bar during a sudden-death overtime game during the Stanley Cup playoffs, the rare kind that extends to three or four overtime periods, gradually transforming from a routine occasion into an event that interests even non-fans.
Several factors contribute to this unusual atmosphere: Binge Culture's history in Wellington, the formal experimentation and exposure to risk that make Break Up recognizably a "Binge" show, and the unusual rules and conventions pertaining to audience etiquette and to the show itself, including but not limited to its six-hour duration. It is often said that improvised theatre is exciting because "anything can happen," but the excitement generated by Break Up derives not only from the freedom and unpredictability of improvisationthough unpredictability is clearly a part of the appeal-but also from the limitations the actors impose on themselves, the rules of the game that make the action meaningful but at the same time put the players under stress, creating a tension between collaboration and competition more typical of competitive sports than of theatre.
While I will focus primarily on how the "rules" of Break Up produce this tension, it is worth locating the show in the oeuvre of the company, which was founded in 2008 by six graduates of Victoria University of Wellington. The company's reputation and repertoire also factor in the sports-like reception of Break Up. While no show can be described as "typical" of Binge Culture's eclectic performance portfolio, Break Up [We Need to Talk] sits comfortably within the Binge spectrum, which ranges from This Rugged Beauty (2011-13), a scripted drama that critiques and parodies New Zealand's obsessive quest for self-definition, to interactive outdoor mass spectacles like Whales (2013-15), in which "strangers on the street suddenly find themselves working together to save a pod of stranded whales and help them back into the ocean" (Binge Culture Collective, "Whales"). Binge Culture's diverse repertoire is unifi ed by three common features refl ective of the group's incubation in a university environment. First, their work is explicitly experimental and preoccupied with redefi ning the form and function of live performance in the digital age; second, Binge Culture draws inspiration from experimental performance troupes of the northern hemisphere, including the Wooster Group and Forced Entertainment; and, third, Binge Culture is particularly focused on redefi ning the role of the audience and the audience-performer relationship: "our spectators are always our collaborators, and we aim to give them real stakes in each performance" (Binge Culture Collective, "About Us"). Although Break Up does not implicate spectators in the action as directly as Whales did, the invitation to tweet (and vote with our feet) does have real consequences, to which I will return. Break Up 's formal experimentation with time clearly refl ects the infl uence of Forced Entertainment on their work. One tweet from Break Up 's 2015 performance at LaMaMa describes the show as "# quizoola in banana suits" (@jtepah). As Tim Etchells acknowledges, time, "more than anything else," is at the centre of Forced Entertainment's work, partly because, as they realized, "time at least cannot be cheated or faked" (76). But, from my perspective, time serves here mainly as part of the framework of a game that uses arbitrary rules to exert pressure on the performers, which the spectators experience and appreciate vicariously. Break Up combines duration with a number of other rules, and a subtle but eff ective kind of audience engagement, to create an environment in which the pressure on the performers is very high, making failure inevitable and "success," therefore, highly meaningful.
Although Binge Culture's commitment to formal experimentation means that the rules change with every show-unlike in sports-this could actually be considered one of the rules of Binge's game: one of the special joys of being a Binge fan is that deducing the rules from the action is all part of the game. Moreover, Break Up in particular-even more than Beep Test , which actually invites spectators to perform athletic feats-appropriates the conventions of sports. As in team sports, the performance is improvised, but within a tightly codifi ed set of rules designed give the events meaning and raise the stakes by putting the performers under physical and mental stress.
Break Up adopts some conventions of theatre (the actors play fi ctional characters who are unaware of the presence of the audience, for example) and introduces some unique rules that either are explained paratextually (the duration, the relaxation of conventional theatre audience etiquette) or become implicitly clear within a few minutes. Th e performance kicks off when fi ve performers dressed in identical banana costumes emerge from the curtain at the back of the theatre and take positions on the playing fi eld, which consists of four chairs arranged in an arc upstage of a fi fth chair at the centre. All the chairs face the audience. Th e stage is otherwise naked except for one or two symbolic eff ects, such as helium-fi lled, heart-shaped balloons (which begin to sag over the duration of the performance) or a heart-shaped candle (which, of course, burns down). Th e Matchbox also features a skylight, so the performance begins in daylight and ends in darkness. Th e performers take their seats and begin to speak, and it quickly becomes clear that the player in the centre chair represents one half of an imaginary couple, and the four players in the upstage seats collectively represent the other. (Neither is explicitly named or gendered, but I will refer to them respectively as "A" and "B.") Fulfi lling the expectation generated by the title, the performers invent a conversation leading inexorably to the breakup of a longterm relationship. Th ere are no previously existing "characters";
As in team sports, the performance is improvised, but within a tightly codifi ed set of rules designed give the events meaning and raise the stakes by putting the performers under physical and mental stress.
not only the breakup but also the couple, and their entire relationship, are invented before us.
Additional rules become clear as we watch. As the identical costumes suggest, any performer may play any role, and the actors can and will swap positions several times; but whoever is in the centre-stage hot seat always plays A, whereas B is shared among the four actors in the back row. Dialogue always alternates between A and B, so that once a performer in the back row has taken their turn," she cannot speak again until the others have spoken. Th is format, somewhat resembling a four-versus-one verbal volleyball The Rules of (Dis)Engagement | FEATURES the illusion, the rules of Break Up make the activity much more difficult, just as the rules of team sports exist to make it more difficult to continue pushing a ball around a field. Because each performer takes turns playing A and B over a six-hour period, they need to remember not only the details they have invented earlier but also which character they were playing when they invented them, as well as which of the imaginary people has identified a particular passion or aspiration, or used a particular metaphor, or made a specific accusation. This mnemonic feat becomes increasingly difficult as exhaustion sets in and as the characters attempt to weaponize each other's previous statements (as people inevitably do in such conversations). There are also implicit rules, dictating, for example, that the performers must aspire to an earnest, realistic simulation of a breakup, not a comic parody of one. As the performers become exhausted, this system breaks down, which adds more excitement, like watching a broken play in football, or hockey players caught on a short line change, desperately backchecking.
Such breakdowns and mistakes, disastrous to scripted theatre, are inevitable in athletic competition, because the rules put so much stress on the players. And that, too, is part of the authentic joy of sports: we want the players to succeed, but failure can also be spectacular, and the high risk of failure makes success more meaningful. On occasion, laughter from the spectators alerts the actors that someone has slipped up or misremembered the antecedent action, triggering a series of mental and verbal acrobatics whereby the performers attempt to patch the hole in the plot without breaking character. This sometimes results in plot twists that delight the audience with their ingenuity-such as the sudden revelation that both characters cheated on each other with the same person-while adding fuel to the fictional relationship conflict.
The rules also make real conflict possible. The competition may seem less overt than in a sport where two teams oppose each other, but in fact all improvised theatre and all athletic games demand a tension between collaboration and competition, which match, puts the person on the hot seat under considerable pressure, while also forcing the back-row actors to stay focused, because their turn is always coming up. At any time, a performer in the back row can offer to relieve the actor in the hot seat with the code phrase, "Do you want to come back here?" If A accepts, the actors switch roles (the actor playing A cannot initiate this process-he is at the mercy of the others).
Although the dialogue aspires to simulate a real conversation between two people-the action is strictly limited. The performers cannot move or physicalize their conflict in any way (e.g., by touching, pointing, hugging, throwing stuff). They cannot even make eye contact, since they are all facing the audience (and the person on the hot seat can see only the audience). In addition, being anchored to a chair is not conducive to sustaining performance-level energy. Eventually, the performers begin to sag and slump in their seats; their banana costumes become increasingly deformed, and they become difficult to hear as bad posture compromises their vocal apparatus. Strangely, this static and decidedly unspectacular staging actually raises the stakes by increasing the demands on the performers' concentration.
Scripted drama also follows arbitrary rules and conventions that, like the rules of athletic games, serve as a framework within which quotidian utterances or actions (such as kicking a ball) take on added significance. But the rules and conventions of Break Up, and of sports, differ from those of scripted drama in two important regards. First, dramatic conventions create the pretense of spontaneity. In sports and in Break Up, the spontaneity is genuine, and the performers themselves do not know what will happen next. People who prefer sports to theatre are drawn to this authentic unpredictability. Scripted theatre only simulates unpredictability, projecting an illusion of competing objectives and uncertain outcomes, when in fact all the players are (literally) on the same page. When a real-life event is denounced as "theatre," it implies that the participants only simulated a competition, emptying the event of significance. For the Binge audience, as for the rugby sevens audience, the pleasures of the spectator derive from sharing with the performers the terror and excitement of not knowing what will happen next or how events will unfold, in spite of the performers' earnest efforts to control the outcome.
Second, the conventions of scripted drama, and particularly realism, put fictional pressure and stress on the characters, and the actors simulate the effects of pressure and stress; in Break Up, as in sports, the rules test the physical and mental limits of the real performers. This is where the durational element comes into play-and this also makes Break Up different from short-form improvisational theatre, which generally ends the scene at the first sign of exhaustion. Rather than helping the actors sustain contrasts with the total or near-total collaboration between actors in scripted drama. On the one hand, the game is meaningful only as long as all the players agree to play by the rules, which entails collaboration: a soccer game is over if a player picks up the ball. On the other, the game is fun only insofar as the players try their hardest to force the other team to make errors and break the rules.
If two volleyball teams agreed to collaborate in keeping the ball in the air for as long as possible, it would quickly become tedious to watch; similarly, Break Up demands that the players try to test each other's improvisational and mnemonic skills to the limit. If the actors in the back row relieve A too soon, the stakes stay too low, but if they hang A out to dry for too long, her mounting fatigue will disrupt the flow of the game.
The reception of Break Up is enhanced by the active role granted to the audience. One consequence of Binge's legacy of playful, unpredictable, experimental engagements with the audience is that their audience has more in common with sports fans than theatre "subscribers." People attend Binge performances with the expectation of contributing to (not just appreciating) what will happen there, and, like season-ticket holders and tailgaters, they also expect to recognize the people sitting around them, and to feel like part of a community, not a collection of anonymous individuals. Just as sports fans become connoisseurs of the games they follow and develop personal interests in the players on their favourite teams, the Binge audience is always watching more than just the performance in front of it; it is also always making connections between the present experience and past shows. The social and cultural conditions surrounding Break Up, then, precipitate an environment more like a sports bar than a theatre.
Permission to tweet does not imply the most radical reconstruction of audience-actor relationships-the spectators do not directly offer provocations for performance, or become onstage performers, for example-but it does contribute to the sports-like feeling of the performance. The freedoms offered to the audience (to come and go, to tweet) signal that this experience exists solely As the performers become exhausted, this system breaks down, which adds more excitement, like watching a broken play in football, or skaters caught on a short line change, desperately backchecking. The Rules of (Dis)Engagement | FEATURES for the pleasure of the spectator (while it is challenging in some ways, Break Up does not demand our total concentration or appreciation in the way that a Robert Wilson show might). More important, the audience, transformed into spectweeters, combines the role of fan and commentator.
The spectweeters perform the roles of the commentators and analysts in a sports broadcast, ostensibly for the benefit of those who cannot attend, have not yet arrived, or have stepped out for a while. The Twitter feed occasionally erupts in exchanges of puns and bons mots, becoming a parallel performance. The spectweeters also document the show's best moments for posterity.
More important, the audience, transformed into spectweeters, combines the role of fan and commentator.
We remain relatively still and quiet in order to hear the performers and not disrupt their concentration. But, beneath the surface, the Twitterverse reveals a flurry of playful interactivity, as spectweeters compete to post the best zinger or pun.
encourages spectators to participate in the spectacle, more visibly, audibly, and continuously than theatre etiquette permits. On the surface, the audience in the Matchbox Gallery on 7-8 February 2014 behaves like a theatre audience; that is, we remain relatively still and quiet in order to hear the performers and not disrupt their concentration. But, beneath the surface, the Twitterverse reveals a flurry of playful interactivity, as spectweeters compete to post the best zinger or pun.
The scope of action granted to the audience is not limited to tweeting. Spectators still respond in the conventional ways, with laughter, applause, gasps, and so on. But whereas the response of theatre audiences typically indicates a reaction to the fictional content, the Break Up audience responds to the form, and the ways it pressures the performers-and also to the "faults" Binge Culture @BingeCulture "Why do I have to be the social skeleton key to get you into people?" "What does that even mean?" #bingebreakup 11:33 PM -7 Feb 2014 James McKinnon @blackwaggingdog 6 hours of #bingebreakup would be more effective at preventing teen pregnancy than any sex ed program. See the couples cringe at Binge! 11:34 PM -7 Feb 2014 Kathryn Harris @EnPointeee The rain on the roof is the perfect setting for this emotional turmoil, now all we need is 'with or without you' #bingebreakup #friends 11:32 PM -7 Feb 2014 Live tweeting with one's fellow spectators reinforces one's awareness of enjoying a shared experience. For sports fans, this sense of sharing an experience as part of a community is always foregrounded, because the etiquette of sports spectatorship Nisha Madhan @nisha_madhan "I gave you an ice cream and you threw it off the fucking boat" #bingebreakup 7:52 PM -13 Feb 2015 Karah Sutton @Karahsel "You are the devil and I hope you die" "Well I think this relationship is ruined" #bingebreakup 7:53 PM -13 Feb 2015 Auckland Fringe @AucklandFringe "its gonna be so awkward on the plane tomorrow" #BingeBreakUp committed by the performers when the pressure forces them to fail. Because the rules of the game call attention to themselves, performer Joel Baxendale explains, "The audience are watching more closely for the tactics and feel at liberty to respond loudly to particularly good (or bad) moves by the players." Kathryn Harris @EnPointeee Shits getting real, Joel is hittiing heart balloons & the relationship is being compared to a container ship @ BingeCulture #bingebreakup ctr 169 winter 2017
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When Break Up finally concludes, tension and euphoria are released in a spontaneous standing ovation (of course, after six hours of sitting, we are all eager to stand up). This ovation, however, is less a reflection of the affective impact of the fiction than an expression of admiration and awe for the physical and mental feats the performers have endured for our enjoyment. Their visible, visceral exhaustion is what moves us, bringing to mind Barba's observation that in Japan the highest post-show praise for a performer is otsukaresama, which translates roughly into "You must be very tired." As a gesture of appreciation, otsukaresama acknowledges the speaker's admiration of feats of great exertion and effort, and applies equally to an athlete, dancer, or actor (16). At the conclusion of Break Up, one feels not so much like a spectator expressing aesthetic appreciation as part of a community of fans cheering on athletes who have "given 110 per cent," as the cliché goes.
As I reflect on the experience, what sticks out to me is how I was able to enjoy a sports tournament and a theatre performance simultaneously, and on similar terms. Too often, public discourses about sports and the arts pits one against the other in a winnertakes-all battle for public funding.
Regardless of how one feels about taxpayers funding the construction and maintenance of facilities to serve the interests of privately owned, for-profit professional sports teams, the ensuing debate between sports and arts advocates-often carried out through disparaging ad hominem attacks-imposes what is, to those of us who enjoy both, a false dichotomy. Given how much sports and the arts have to gain from each other, it would be a pity if their breakup turned out to be irreconcilable.
